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MEMORAtWUM FOR: William T. Russell, Associate Director
for Inspection and Tectnical Assessment, NRR*

-

FRCh Jack W. Roe, Director -

Division of Licensee Perfornance
and Quality Evaluation, NRR

. ,

SUL'ECT: FINAL DRAFT EXAlithER STANDARD FOR REQUALIFICATION
SIPULATOR CREW EVALUATIONS

In a menorandum dated May 9,1991, I forwarded to you a copy of an early draf t i

revisiun of Examiner Standard (ES) 6C4, which described the proposed simulator
crew evaluation methodology planned for use during the upcoming pilot
examiration progran. The methodology proposed in that dnft Standard was
reviewed with representatives from the regional offices in a meeting here at
Headquarters during the week of May 20, 1991. The meeting vas very productive
and gererated a number of changes in the pilot examination mtthodology,isfy

which,
I believe, are an improvement on the original |)roposal, cont'nue to sat
management's directives, and address many of the regions' corcerns. I am
enclosing, for your information, a copy of the current draf t revision of ES-

| 604 and a two page surmiary of the revised methodology. The revisions are

[
indicated by marginal bars.

The Operator Licensing Branch (LOLB) presented an overview of the current.

pilot rethodology to the industry during a national meeting sponsored by the
MO, on May 29NuclearManagementandResourcesCouncil(NUMARC) inst. Louis - ,

and 20, 1991. On June 3 and 5 1991,LOLBdiscussedthenewsImulator
evaluationmethodologyindetaIlwithrc)resentativesfromthefirsttwopilot
f acilities, Oconee and Indian Point 31 tiose examinations are scheduled to
begin on July 22 and 29, 1991, respectively. Both facilities were provided
with copies of the pilot Examiner Standard.

As roted -in any May 9,1991, memorandum. ES-604 (pilot) will be updated based
on observations and conclusions made during the pilot examination process.
The other pilot facilities (Callaway Waterford, and Palo Verde) will be
briefed on any changes prior to their respective examinations.

At this time the evolving positions are not considered backfic. The final
review of ES 604 will be conducted in accordance with NRR Office Letter 1500,
which establishes the guidelines and procedures for making revisions to the
Examiner Standards.

Jack W. Roe, Director
Division of Licensee Performance

and Quality Evaluation, NRR
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SUBJECTS /lNA'. DRAFT (KAMINER STANDARD FOR R(QUAllflCATION
SIMUL ATOR CREW (VALUATIONS

In a ne...weandu.a. dated May 9,1991, . I f urwarded to yvu a copy of an early deaf t
revision of ima.niner Standard (ES) 604, which described the proposed simulatur
crew evaluation u.etnodslogy planned for use during the uptuu.ing pilot
er a,uinativo progra,u. The n.ethodulvgy proposed in ti.?t draf t Standard was

,

!, reviewee with representatives fro.h the regivnal offices in a it.eeting here ati

20, 1991. The n,eeting was very productiveHeadcuarters during tne week of May(-
'

anc generated a nuir.ber of changes in the pilot exaanination die'hodology, which.
I believe, are an in.provenent un the original proposal, continte to satisf,*

I anso.anageaient's directives, and address enany of the regions' concerns.
enclusing, for your inforn.ation, a cwpy of the current draf t revision of ES- .

The revisions are604 an.d a twv-page sucary of the revised niethodology.
indicated by marginal bars.

The Operator Licensing Branch (LOLB) presented an overview of the current
pif ut u.etnuoviogy to the industry during a national uveting sponsored by the
Nuclear Managen,ent and Resources Council (NUmRC) in St. Louis, MD, un May 29
and 30,1991. On June 3 and 5,1991. LOLB discussed the new sia.ulatur
evaluation or,ethodology in detail with representatives fruin the first two pilot
f acilities, Oconee and Indian Point 31 those exaininations are scheduled to
begin on July 22 and 29,1991, respectively. Both facilities were provided
with copies of the. pilot Examiner Standard.

As noted in my May 9,1991, n,eniorandum, ES-604 (pilot) will be updated based
on observations and conclusions niade during the pilot examination process.
The other pilot f acilities (Callaway, Waterford, and Palo Verde) will be
briefed un any changes prior-to their respective exaniinations.

At this tinie the evolving positions are not consMered backfits. The final
review of ES-604 will be conducted in accordance with NRR Office Letter 1500,
which establishes the guidelines and procedures for making revisions to the
Exaihiner Standards.

W. k
I
ack W. Roe.. Director

Division of Licensee Perfora4nce
and Quality Evaluation, NRR
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SUMMARY OF PILOT PROGRAM

EXAMINATION ADMINISTRATION

The faciltty de'velops the examination and proposes the crew configurations1. and rotation policies.

The examination team agrees on the scenarios, crew configurations, rotation2.
policies and the identification of critical tasks.

,

This examination will be used to fulfill the operator's annual operating3. and biennial written test requirements. The facility shall provide a
sufficient number of evaluators to ensure that individual evaluations canw The NRC will use two examiners tobe performed for all crew as
evaluate the crews and review t(a facility's individual evaluations.

?n order to facilitate any individual follow up of identified weaknesses '

4. observed during the operator's performance in the dynamic simulator exam.f
the pilot examinations will be performed in the following order: dynamic!-
simulator, written examination, walkthrough. Performing the examinations i

( in this order will allow the exam team to select or modify any job
performance measurer necessary for the walkthrough that probe weaknesses
identified during the operator's performance of critical tasks in the

*

dynamic simulator portion of the examination. ,

EVALUATION METHODOLOGY

' A crew's rating of. satisfactory or unsatisfactory will be basedCrews:
on the evaluation of crew competencies associated with the performance of1.

critical tasks. NRC and facility evaluators will perform critical task
assessments and competency evaluations independently.

,

The behavioral anchors associated with the crew competencies have been
modified to reflect the current emphasis on crew performance.

In order to fulfill the requirements of 10 CFR $b.59(b), theIndividuals:
facility is expected to grade and document the perfonnance of all operators2. ,

during the simulator examinatier, in accordance with their requalification ~:

program requirements.

Facility evaluators will be exacted to review each individual's
performance at the completion of the crew's scenario set and identify theThe

operators who perform poorly during the execution of critical tasks. facility is expected to perfom an analysis to determine the cause of the
Durin.g the individual walkthrough

operator's performance deficiencies. examination each -oaerator will then be evaluated on the- perfomance of
For tgose operators displaying perfomance deficiencies in-seven JPMs.the execution of critical tasks during the dynamic simulator extmination,

two of the seven.JPMs will be modifled so that the depth and scope of theAn operator must achieve a
operator's deficiencies:can be investigated. score of 80% or-greater to pass the operatinjtest (e.g. satisfactorily'

complete 6 of.7.JPMs). The current pass / fat
i criteria for passing the

individual walkthrough examination-remains unchanged.

.

.
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For the purposes of the pilot program, prescripted JPM follow up questionsExaminers may ask follow upwill not be used to evaluate individuals. '

questions to verify operator performance that is unclear. Follow up

questions that result in grading the operator 'UNSAT!$ FACTORY' for*a JPM .

shall be fully documented by the examiner. ;

REMEDIATION .

Identification and implementation of post examination remediation will be1. the responsibility of the facility in accordance with their NRC approved
requalification program. Individuals identified by the facility evaluators3

as needing remediation must successfully complete the additional training
in accordance with the facility's requalification program. If the

-facility's program is UNSATISFACTORY, the NRC' will participate in the
process of returning the operator to licensed duties.

EXAMINATION RESUL.TS
.-;

The results of the crew and individual examinations will be used as input
f 1. to determine if the facility program meets the current criteria for a

satisfactory program established in' ES 601, in order for- the facility
>

(1) seventy five percent ofprogram to receive a rating of $ATISFACTORY:
.

'

all operators must pass the individual written examination and walkthrough t

portion of the operating test. (7,) two thirds of all crews-evaluated must -
. pass the simulator portion of the operating test, and (3) there must be
90% agreement- between the facility and NRC evaluators on the results of
the. individual evaluations.

.
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REQUAllFICATION DYNAMIC SlHULATOR EXAMINATION
l'.t

A. PURPOSE

The NRC dynamic simulator requalification examinations are conducted us'ingThis standard is
this standard per the provisions of 10 CFR 55.59(a)(2)(iii).
to be used by NRC examiners for the preparation and administration of all NRC
dynamic simulator requalification examinations.

The dynamic simulator examination provides a comp,6nensive evaluation of the
integrated plant knowledge and skills. required of operating crews in a realit is effective in evaluating a crew's communication skillstime environment,
and team. dependent behavior and in determining if there are areas in which
retraining is needed to upgrade licensed operator and senior operator
knowledges and abilities pursuant to the provisions of the facility developed
requalification program.

B. SCOPE;.

The dynamic simulator examination will normally consist of two scenaries.The actual:

Each scenario should be constructed to last approximately 1 hour.'run" time of the scenarios will depend upon the specific events within the(
scenarios and should allow the crew the necessary time to perform the actions.

To successfully complete the NRC
required to respond to each event. examination, the crew must demonstrate the ability to operate effectively as a.
team while completing a series of critical tasks (cts), which measure the
crew's ability to safely operate the plant during normal, Abnormal and
emergency situations.

Each crew's performance will be evaluated using standardized competency rating
Each competency will be rated based upon the crew's ability to |satisfac*orily complete the tasks which have been designated as criticalscales.

(i.e., necessary to place and maintain the reactor in a safe operational or
,

Each valtd CT must: 1)
shutdown condition) within that crew's scenario set.
have plant or public safety significance, 2) provide at least one crew memberwith appropriate cues, 3) have measurable perfomance indicators, and 4) give
at least one member of the crew feedback regarding the effect of the crew'sFailure of the crew to correctly perform a CT
action (s) or inaction (s) deficiency in the knowledge, skill or ability of that

.

indicates a significant
crew to demonstrate team dependent behavior and will be evaluated using the
Si%14 tor Crew Evaluation Form. ES 604 2 (competency checklists).

The NRC examiners will not conduct pass / fail performance evaluations on
individual operators during the dynamic simulator examination; those

evaluations will be restricted to the walk through portion of the operatingHowever, in order to meet the requirements of 10 CFR 55.59 (a)(2), the
facility licensee will conduct its annual individual operator performanceevaluations on the dynamic simulator in accordance with its requalification
test.

program requirements.

If ar. operator demonstrates significant performance deficiencies during the
dynamic simulator examination, the factitty is expected to discuss thosedeficiencies with the NRC examiners at the completion of the simulator portion

The facility evaluators and NRC examiners will then iof the operating test. j

1 of 22
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modify that operator's walk through examination to probe those deficiencies.Only those deficiencies linked to the execution of cts should normally requireHowever, evu if
the modification of an operator's walk through examination.

an individual operator's performance exhibits only minor deficiencies and issatisf actory for completion of 10 CFR 55.59(a) testing, it may still war' rantSuch a decision
the administratlon of remedial retraining and reevaluation.
will be made by the facility in accordance with the its requalification
training program.

This standard should be used in conjunction with ES 601, which contains
administrative requirements for NRC requalification program evaluations.

C. EXAH DEVELOPMENT

1. Facility pesponsibilities
The facility is responsibic for developing the dynamic
simulator scenarios with identified cts which meet the

a.

guidancespecifiedinES.601, Attachment 1. Enclosure 1,:
Reference Material Requirementsi' form ES 601 2,.

{ " Evaluation Checklist for Facility Reference Materiali* and
Form ES 6041, " Simulator Scenario Review Checklist.'

-

The scenarios should be based upon the training that was
conducted during the requalification cycle, recent industryb. .

events, LERs emergency and abnormal procedures, and design
The scenarios should exercise theano procedural changes.

crew's ability to use facility procedures in accident
Some of the scenarios should

prevention and mitigation.contain dominant accident sequences for the facility or
actual events that have occurred at that or a similar
facility.

The facility examination team representatives will be given
the opportunity to review any scenario modifications made byc.

They may recommend changes to evnnts that arethe NRC.critical to plant safety, but must substantiate the reason
The examination team shall agree on thefor those changes.

content validity of each scenario prior to the examination.

The facility is expected to provide a qualified simulator
operator to support the development und administration ofThe simulator operator must be

d.

the simulator examinations.available to support the examination team during the
examination pre 9aration week, normally two weeks before the

Tse assigned simulator operator must sign aexamination.
security agreement at the time that the chief examiner
detemines that he or she has access to specialized
knowledge of any part of the examination,

s

2 of 22
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2. NRC Responsibilities

During the preparation week, the NRC chief exthitner or a
designee sha11 complete form ES.6041 (Simulator Scenario

a.

Review Checklist) for each scenario provided by the freility
In addition to thefor use during the examination.

individual scenario review items listed in fore E5 604 1,
-

the following f actors shuld also be considered when
reviewing all of the sciatrios selected for the examination
by the facility:

a broad spectrum of E0Ps should be covered, including.
for one scenario per crew, the performance of

-

contingency paths within [0 Psi

the scenarios should incorporate a rar.ge of failures
with varying mitigation strategies,

-

If the proposed scenarios do not meet the guidance provided
on forn E5 6041, then the NRC examiners shall inforn NRCf b.

regional management and determine the appropriate course of*

f The NRC may revise the scenarios, as
action to be taken.
appropriate, or augment the facility scenarios with NRC.The final scenarios will'

developed scenarios, if required. -

be reviewed with the facility's examination teamThe NRC has the*

rupresentatives prior to administration. final authority in deciding the content of-the scenarios and
determining whether or not a task is critical and can be
used by the NRC examiners for evaluating crew competencies.

Examination Team Responsibilities3.
The NRC and facility representatives on the examination team
will jointly validate the CTt in each scenario using the

.

a.

methodology contained in Attachment 1, ' Critical Task
Methodology.'

Any changes made to the scenarios by the NRC will bereviewed and validated with the facility representatives onb.

the exatination team.

D. EXAM ADMINISTRATION

1.
Administrative Requirements.

The operating crews will be briefed prior to the start of
the simulator scenarios using the *0ynamic Steulatora.

-Briefing Checklist,' ES 604. Attachment 2.

Crews should be given adequate time to respor.d to allThe scenarios' contact timeb.

planned and unplanned events (not including time spent on briefings, simulator setup or
simulation factif*/ voblems should be approxis.ately 1'

i hour. This time W . shool
be used as guidance.

3 of 22
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The operating crew members should maintain the same
operating positions used during requalification training.c.

Position rotation should be identical to facility rotation
practices during the facility's requalification evaluation

.

process.

SR0s must be evaluated in at least one scenario in an SROlicensed crew position to fulfill their license renewald.
More than two simulator sr.enarios may berequirement.

required to examine crews that consist mostly of staff SR0s.

A facility management representative with responsibilities
for the conduct of plant operations (as a minimum, firste.

level above shift supervisor) should be present during
The NRC chief

'

administration of the simulator examinations.examiner will be the principal point of contact between the
The chief examiner or a

facilitymanagementandtheNRC.be present during the administration of all;
|designee shal'

f
dynamic simulator examinations.

-

The NRC shall normally assign two examiners to perform crewf.
competency evaluations during the dynamic simulator

*

examinations. .

2. Post Scenario Activities
Follow up auestioning is permitted if unclear or ambiguousThe NRCnoted during the simulator scenario.a.
actions arc
examiners and facility evaluators may question the crew
members as necessary to obtain complete documentation on the

Questions should1erformance of events during the scenario.
>e factual in nature and are intended to clarify performance

,

The facility evaluator should
related to observations.
document all follow up questions.

When follow up questioning is completed or no follow-up
questioning is required, the crew should be dississed tob.

await the next scenario and informed that they may discuss .

the completed scer.ario among themselves.

The NRC examiners and facility evaluators shall meet
separately to compare observations and determine if any ctsc.

were omitted or incorrectly performed by the crew.
'

The facility evaluators shall discuss the crew's performance
with the NRC examiners after each scenario to clarify anyd.

The

performance deficiencies that may have been noted. examination team shall determine if any predesignated cts
are in question or if any new cts should be designated due
to unpredicted events or actions taken by the crew duringThe examination team will reva11date the cts
the scenario.

! in each scenario using the methodology contained in
Attachment 1, ' Critical Task Methodology.'

4 of 22
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After the last scenario is complete, the NRC examiners and
the facility evaluators will independently complete ae.

$1mulator Crew Evaluation Form, [5 604 2, as discussed in
The f acility evaluators will also evaluateSection E.individual operttor performance. The facility evaluators'

are expected to identify those operators who demonstrated
The NRC examinersdeficiencies in the execution of cts.shall review the f acility's individual operator performance

evaluations after completing each crew evaluation.

E. PERFORMANCE EVAWATIONS

1. Crew Evaluations

Af ter administering the dynamic simulator scenario set as
discussed in Section D, the NRC examiners and facility evaluators
shall independently evaluate the crew's performance by completing
a preliminary copy of the Simulator Crew Evaluation Form. ES 604-.

2. The facility shall provide its preliminary crew evaluations to
[ the NRC examiners before the end of the examination week.

The following guidelines should be applied when conducting crew
.

evaluations: .

Review the notes taken while administering the simulator
scenarios and annotate them with the number and letter of

a.

the rating factor they most accurately reflect.

Evaluate the crew's performance on each applicable ratingb. factor by weighing its actions against the associated
behavioral anchors and selecting the appropriate grade.
Based upon the tasks planned and performed during the crew's
scenario set, it may not be possible to evaluate every
rating factor for every crew.

The examination team should pay particular attsntion to the

completion of tasks which were identified as critical toActions performed incorrectly by individualplant safety.
operators may be compensated for by the crew, as long as theIf the crewcritical task was completed satisfactorily.
f ailed to perform a valid CT or performed it incorrectly,
then a grade of '1'is required on at least one ratingOther less significant deficiencies should also befactor.factored into the rating factor evaluations to provide a
source of input for remedial training.

All rating factor grades of '1' must be justified and
documented in the space for ' Comments' on the ES 604 2 form.c.

If the crew receivt.s a '1' on two or more rating factors
under any single competency, then it shall be evaluated asIf the crew receives a 'l' on only

d.

unsatisfactory overall.
one rating factor, then it may be evaluated unsatisfactory ,

5 of 22
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.

overall, based on the safety significance of the CT that was
omitted or incorrectly performed. The NRC chief examiner
shall make the final decision on all crew f ailures resulting
from a single rating factor evaluation of 'l'.

.

2, Individual f. valuations
Individual operator evaluations on the dynamic simulator
examination and the resulting remedial training are thea.

responsibility of the facility licensee and will not affect
the NRC's assessment of the facility's requalification
program,

The facility evaluators will document and grade individualb.
operator performance during the dynamic simulator
examination in accordance with the facility licensee'sThe NRC expects thatrequalification program requirements.

,

the facility's grading methodology will identify individual
operator deficiencies and that those deficiencies will be
discussed with the NRC examiners during the post scenario

,

;

| meetings as noted in Section D. The facility evaluators
will, at a minimum, determine which operator (s) on the crew
was (were) directly responsible for tie omission or.

incorrect performance of validated cts.
'

The NRC examiners will not evaluate individual operator
performance during tho simulator portion of the operating

c.
The NRC examiners will, however, review the facilitytest.

evaluators' individual performance documentation and discuss
those results with the facility evalutfors during the post-
scenario meetings as noted in Section D. Those discussions

should focus on those cts that were either omitted or
incorrectly executed..

The examination team will evaluate each omitted ord. incorrectly performed CT to determine which operator (s) on-Thethe crew was (were) directly responsible for the error.
tian will attempt to identify the sxcific knowledge or
ability deficiencies that were exhimited by that (those)
operator (s) so that they can be further investigated during
the walk through portion of the operating tast,

each operator will be administered seven
Normally,d JPNs during the walkthrough portion of thee.
preplanne However, those' operators identified inoperating test.
paragraph (d) above will have two of their seven JPMS
focused on the specific knowledge or ability deficiencies

Thedemonstrated during their simulator extaination.
examination team will extract additional JPMs from the
facility's examination bank or develop such additional JPMs
as might be necessary to make the required substitutions.

.

6 of 22
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Dm a rl r. REMEDI ATION -' ru .

1. Crew i
,

:

For any' crew rated as unsatisfactory, the facility is expected to
'

provide remedial training and reevaluation in accordance with its
requalification training program,

I
If the facility's requalification program is s'atisfactory, :
then the crews that did not perform satisfactorily ares.

expected to be remediated in accordance with the facility's
requalification program. ,

If the facility requalification program is determined to beb. unsatisfactory, NRC involvement will _be needed prior to the '

crew being returned to licensed duties. NRC involvement may
be accomplishud through participation in another crew
evaluation or other appropriate action. The crew members

r should not be allowed to return to licensed duty as :
substantially the same crew until the provisions for,t

|remediating the crew's unsatisfactory performance, asy -
stipulated in the facility's requalification program, have

-

been completed..

In order to determine what constitutes substantially the
*

same crew, the facility should evaluate the individual
activities that were responsible for the unsatisfactory crew

This individual-deficiency evaluation, which
*

performance.was used to identify those operators requiring walk through
.

JPMs, may also be used to identify those operators who may '

The NRC must concur
return to shift dutie' on another crew.:in the facility's recosenendation prior to returning those
operators to-duty on another crew.

*

-2. ' Individual

The NRC expects that the facility's simulator grading methodology
will identify individual operator deficiencies and that the

,

significant deficiencies wili be discussed with the NRC examiners
-during the post scenario meetings described in Section D.-

.

Although the NRC examiners will only follow up on those operatordeficiencies associated with omitted er incorrectly perfomed cts,
it is expected that the facility evaluators will decument less
significant deficiencies as well and that all identified-
' deficiencies will be remediated and ratested in accordance with

*

the facility licensee's requalification trairiing program. .

ATTACHMENTS /f0RMS:

Attachment 1. Critical Task 14ethodolofly
Attachment 2, Dynamic Simulator Briefing Checklist
Form ES 6041, Simulator scenario Review Checklist
Form ES 604 2, simulator Crew Evaluation form'

7 of 22-
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ATTACHMEN1 1, Page 1 p r= '~p
t

CRillCAl, TASK METHODOLOGY w .
-

!*
.

Critical tasks-(cts) have been developed as a tool for evaluating individual '

and crew performance on tasks that have a plant or public safety significance. !

lt is intended that they be an objective measure by which the NRC examiners
and facility evaluators can determine whether an individual's or a crew's
performance is satisfactory, rer,utres further investigation, or is ,

unsatisfactory. ,

t

A. CT ldentification i

In. order for a task-to be considered " critical * it must possess the
following elements:

have plant or public safety significance*

provide at least one crew member v8th appropriate cues;
*

have measurable performance indicators.

( give at least one crew member feedback on the crew's action (s) or
*
*

-

inaction (s)-

1. Safety Significance '
'

The examination team must assess the safety' significance of the ;

task when reviewing proposed cts. Implicit in the elements !

. required to determine the standard of performance of a CT is the
Each scenario shall be reviewedsafety significance of the task.

to ascertain all tasks which could involve an essential safety -

Each task shall be reviewed to determine the-adverseaction.
consequence (s) of incorrect.performar,ce or omission by anAny task which, if omitted or incorrectly performed by-

operator. members of the crew, would have resulted in adverse consequence (s)
or a significant degradation in the mitigative capability of the

-plant, shall be designated a CT assuming elements 2, 3, anu 4.are
also met.

The examination team:shall determine if an automatically actuated
plant system would have been required to mitigate the consequences *

If incorrectof an individual's incorrect performance.
performance of a given task by an individual necessitates the crew

,

taking compensaving action which complicates the event mitigation .

strategy, then the task has safety significance.

-Exauples of cts involving essential safety actions include:
1 i

Mis operation or incorrect crew perfomance which leads to:(a)
degradation of any barrier to fission product releases-

|
degraded ECCS or emergency power capacityl-

.

violation of a safety limitt-

e of !!
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violat. ion of the facility license condition p-
-

incorrect reactivity control (e.g., failure to'

initiate Emergency Boration/SLC, or manually insert
-

control rods);

a significant reduction of safety margin beyond that
irreparably introduced by the scenario.

-

'

(b) A demonstrated inability by the crew to:

effectively direct /minipulate ESF controls that would-

lead to (a) abovel

recognize a failure / incorrect auto actuation of an ESF-

system or component;..
*

take an action or combi!.ation of actions that would
-

-

prevent a challenge to plant safety;

prevent inappropriate actions or combination of
.

actions that create a challenge to plant safety (e.g.,
-

-

RPS or ESF actuation).

2. Cuing

For an CT to be valid, at least one operator shall be cued intoA cue prompts
performance of the task by an external stimulus.
the operators into a task oriented response and provides theIt is not intended that the cue necessarily
initial conditions..

flag the task as " critical.'

Examples of appropriate cues include:

verbal (direction by or reports from other crew members):-

procedural (satisfying) entry conditions, steps, response not-

obtained columns, etc. ;

indication of a system / component salfunction (including
passive failures) by meters or alarming devices.

-

3. Measurable Performance Indicators
-

Measurable performance indicators shall be established for each
A measurable performance indicator is described as positiveCT.

action (s) taken by at least one member of the crew that an|

examiner can objectively determine.
'

9 of 22
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Exatples of measurable performance indicators include:

actions resulting from transitions in E0Ps (e.g., tra'nsition
to FR.S.1 if reactor (W) cannot be tripped or enter reactor,

flooding if reac'.or water level (GE) cannot be determined);

control manipulations (e.g., manual reactor trip, start of
.

ECCS pump)

verbal reports or notifications of abnormal parameters or
conditions (e.g., all control rods not inserted, high

-

containment pressure).

Example, of performance indicators that are NOT objectively
measurable during a simulator scenario include:

[
understanding (e.g.,ofplantresponse);-

verification that an expected response has occurred;
-

passive observations (e.g., verification of automatic or-

operator response). .

4. Performance Feedback

The examination team shall ensure that each CT provides at leastThe feedbackone member of the crew with performance feedback.
shall provide at least one crew member with information regarding
the effect of the crew's actions or inaction related to the CT.
This requirement must be met for all cts.

B. ' Generic' Task Guidance

Examiners should avoid assigning the 'CT* designation to generic tasksthat have safety significance, but that do not meet all of the criteria
to designate a crittcal task.

Examples of generic cts to avoid include:

' Verifying" automatic operations;-

' Entering and performing' E0P transition steps (i.e, no critical
actions required or taken)I and,

-

Entering and classifying events in accordance with the Emergency-

Plan for an Unusual Event

10 of 22
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DYNAMIC SlHULATOR BRIEFING CHECKLIST ,

t

1
Your primary responsibility is to operate the simulation facility as if1. it were the actual plant.

Teamwork and comunication between operators is encouraged. It benefits
2. the examination procLA to verbalize observations, analyses, and reasons

for actlons more than normally would be done during actual plant
Teamwork skills and comunication will be evaluated duringoperations.

the simulator examination. The NRC examiners will be evaluating the
crew's abritty to safely operate the plant. The facility evaluators
will be evaluating individual as well as crew perfonnance.

If an operator recognizes an incorrect decision, response, answer,3.
analysis, action taken, or interpretation by the crew of which the
operator is a part but fails to correct, then the examiner may assume;

that the operator agrees with the incorrect item.,

{ I

A rough log should.be kept during each exercise that would be sufficient4.
to complete necessary formal log entries which may be evaluated under

.

administrstive topics. .

A designated facility instructor will act as the auxiliary operators,5. radiation health and chemistry technicians, maintenance supervisors,
plant management, and anyone else needed outside the control room area.

A facility evaluator will provide a shift turnover'before the exercise6. The shift turnover will include present plant conditions, powerbegins.
history, equipment out of service, abnormal conditions, surveillance-

due, and instructions for the shift.

The control board switches may be purposely misaligned to enhance a
simulated scenario or transient where a

>propriate and is not part of the7.

evaluation. If misaligned they should w tapp'ed or otherwise
he examiners will nothighlighted as appropriate to the facility.

misalign switches during the scenaalo as an awareness drill.

The NRC chief examiner will tell the operators that no controlNote:
switches will be misaligned on a given scenario or set of scenarios.

Operators will be allowed up to ten minutes to familiarize themselveswith the status / conditions cf the control boards prior to the start of8.

the examination.

The dynamic simulator examination will normally consist of two scenarios
lasting approximately one hour each. There will be a short break9.

between scenarios to set up the initial conditions for the next
exercise.

Examiner Standards 11 of 22
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If the operators have any questions concerning the administration of the
operating test, those questions should be answered prior to the r, tart of10.

the test,.

No aspect of this examination should be discussed with any other
examinees from other crews until the conclusion of the examination week.

]].

.

.

f
.

.

.

.

I
!

I
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ES 604 1

S!HULATOR SCENARIO REVIEW CHECKLIST
. . . .

(Attach separate copy to each scenario reviewed) ,)f( #
This form completes examination team review

-

SCENARIO IDENTIFIER:
REVIEWER: -

-

The scen6rio events are designed to itivolve each crew member.1.
__

Scenario is composed of related or linked events, preferably based
upon events that have occurred at the facility on a facility of2.

the same vendor type.

Scenario is approximately I hour in length and is realistic, not a3.
series of unrelated events.

;

4. Scenario is not too complex::

( beyond scope of E0Ps
too many events in too short a period of time
beyond simulation facility capability.

Scenario is not too simple:
.

5. absence of component / instrument malfunctions
no simult,aneous events that require the SRO to prioritization of
actions and allocation of crew resources
EOPs are not exercised to any depth (no transitions and or
decisions to be made on actions to take within the E0Ps)

At least 2 cts per crew have been designed into the scenario.6.-

7. Scenario requires the use of:

Abnormal Operating Procedures

Emergency Operating Procedures

,_,__ Technical Specifications

Emergency Plan Implementation f ocedures

8. Critical tasks are:
__

Identified by facility
Reviewed and approved by exam team as meeting the criteria
for cts in ES 604, Attachment 1 ' Critical Task Methodology"

e

13 of 22
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SlHULATOR CREW EVALUATION FORM

This evaluation form should be used during the dynamic simulator component ofThe rating scales are geared towardthe requalific.ation examination. Follow the
evaluating the crew as a whole rather than individual operates. instructions below when rating team performan:e on the simulator examination:

Review the rating scales prior to the simulator examination to
familiari.te yourself with each competency to be evaluated.1.

Use the " Operator Actions * Form (ES 301, Attachment 4), or an equivalent
facility form to make notes during the examination, as described in ES-2.

301 and ES 302.

This forn should be completed imediately after the simulatorEvaluate the crew's performance on each applicable3.
examination is over.rating factor by weighing its actions against the associated behavioral
anchors and selecting the appropriate grade.

Based upon the tasks'

f planned and performed during the crew's scenario set, it may not be
'

Those rating
possible to evaluate every rating factor for every crew.
factors that are not evaluated should be so annotated.,

The examination team should pay particular attention to the completion '

Actionsof tasks which were identified as critical to plant safety.
performed incorrectly by individual operators may be compensated for byIf
the crew, as long as the critical task was completed satisf actorily.then
the crew failed te perform a valid CT or performed it incorrectly,lessOther
a grade of 'l'is required on at least one rating factor.significant defsciencies should also be factored into the rating factor|
evaluations to provide a source of input for crew remedial training |
during subsequent requalification training.

All rating f actor grades of *1' must be justified and documented in the4.
' Comments section of the form.

If the crew receives a '1' on two or more rating factors under any
single competency, then it shall be evaluated as unsatisf actory on that5.

If
competency and unsatisfactory overall on the simulator examination.
the crew receives a "1" on only one rating factor, then it may be
evaluated unsatisfactory, based on the sadety significance of the CTThe NRC chief examiner shall
that was omitted or incorrectly performed.
make the final decision on all crew f ailures resulting from u single
rating factor evaluation of *1". .

I
|

!
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SlHULATOR EKAMINATION SUMKARY SHECT

;
.

.

CREW MEMBERS:
,.

i
,

Position
Name

,

t
_.

.

,.

5 $AT15 FACTORY
'

CIRCLE THE OVERAll.-CREW RATING ON THE $1MULATOR CKAMINATION:OR
*

i UNSATISFACTORY |
;

.

.
,

Coments:

-

-
h

=

r

.

!

i

_

P

.

,

4

L

i
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DIAGNOSIS OF EVENTS /C0 DlT10NS BASED ON $1GNALS/ READINGSDRWi
010 THE CR[W:

~

(a) RECOGNIZE off. normal trends / status?
1 |

2
3 ,

Timely and accurate Recognitionofstatus/ Did not recognize
trends at time of, but adverse status /

recognition of status / not prior to, exceeding trends, even after
trends estaslished limits sounding of alarms

and annunciators
'

USE INFORMAT!ON and use REFERENCE MATERIAL (prints, books, charts, E Plan
Procedures) to aid in the diagnosis / classification of events and conditions?(b)

.

2 1
3

Correct, timely use Minor er ors by crew failure to use
in use or interpretation reference material

of information and of information and misuse / interpret
,

'

reference material reference material of information '

led to accurate resulted in
*

diagnoses improper diagnosis

Correccly DIAGNOSE plant conditions based on those control : cum(c)
indications? ,

1
2

3
,

Minorerrors/difft- Taulty diagnosis
Disgnoses by crew culties in diagnoses resulted in
were accurate and incorrect manip-
timely ulation(s)of

safetycontrol(s)
-

SAT / UNSAT
GRADE ON DIAGNOSIS OF EVENTS / CONDITIONS SASED ON $1GNALS/ READINGS:
Comments:-

-

,

e

.
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UNDERSTANDING OF PLANT / SYSTEMS RESPONSEDR/~"~
DID THE CREW: ,

LOCATE and INTERPRET control room indicators correctly and efficiently to
(a)ascertain and verify th? status / operation of plant systems?

12
3

Accurate and efficient
riinor errors in locating Serious omissions,

)
instrument 1' cation &

or interpreting instruments delays or errors
made in |

and displays; some crewinterpretation by all members required assistance interpreting I

crew members safety related
parameters

!

Demonstrate an UNDERSTANDING of how the plant, systems, and components
(b)operate, including setpoints, interlocks, and automatic actions?..

J 12
f 3

All crew members demon ' Minor instances of errors
Inadequate know.

strated thorough due to gaps in crew ledge of safety*

knowledge of system / system or com-
understanding of how component operation some ponent operation

-

systems / components crew members required resulted in ser-
ious sistake(s) oroperate assistance in plant
degradation (s)

DemonstrateanunderstandingofhowtheirACTIONS(orinaction)affected
(c)
systeVplant conditions?

1
2

3 '

All members understood Actions or directives
Crew ap> eared to
act wittoutindicated minorthe effect that inaccuracies in under-
knowledge of

actions or directives standing by individuals, or disregarded,
had on plant / system but actions were corrected

effect on plant
safety

by team

GRADE ON UNDERSTANDING 0F PLANT / SYSTEM RESPONSE: SAT /UNSAT
Coment s:

4
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ADHERENCE /USE Of PROCEDURES gp a n~
DID THE CREW: .

REFER T0_the appropriate procedures in a timely manner?(a)
1

23

Crew used procedures Minor failures by Failed to coirectly
crew to. refer to refer to procedure (s)

as required; knew
what-conditions were procedures without when required,

covered by procedures pror.pting, but did resulting in faulty

and where to find ther. affect plant status safety system operation

.

(b)~ CORRECTLY IMPLEMENT procedure (s), including-following procedural !teps in
,

correct sequence, abiding by cautions and limitation:, re;&cting correct paths
on' decision blocks, and correctly transitioning betweer. procedures?.

,

-

1
2

3

Minor instances of Incorrect procedural
Timely, accurate misapplication, but adherence led to*

enactment of procedural corrections made ir, impede and/or slow
-

steps by crew, sufficient time to event recovery or
demonstrating thorough
understanding.of avoid adverse impact unneesstary plant

safety degradation
procedural purposes / bases

(c)- RECOGNIZE E0P ENTRY CON 0ITIONS and carry out appropriate action (s)
without the aid of references or other forms of assistance?

1
.

2
3

Failed to accurately
Consistently accurate Minor lapses or

errors;- individual recognize degraded
and timely

crew members needed plant condition (s)-
-recogadtion and assistance from others or execute efficient
implementation to toplement procedures mitigating action (s),

even with the use
of aids

GRADE ON ADHERENCE /USE OF PROCEDURES: SAT / UNSAT
__

Comments:
_ . _ _

__

1

.
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CONTROL BOARD OPERATIONS DRAFT
DID THE CREW:

.

LOCA1E CONTROLS efficiently and accurately?(a)
1

23 '

Controls and Instances of Failed to locate
hesitanr.y/ control (s)d system (s)indicators were jeopardize

located without
difficult,y in

hesitation by locating controls important to safety

individual operators by cne or more
operators-

MANIPUI. ATE CONTROLS in an accurate and timely manner?
(b),.

1: 2
3

Smooth sanipulation Minor shortcomings Mistake (s) made in
in manipulations, manipulating control (s)

of the plant but recovery from caused safety system,

within controlled transient (s) and -errors withoutparameters causing problems related problems

Take MANUAL CONTROL of automatic functions, when appropriate?(c)
1

2
3

All operators _ took Minor delays and/or Failed to control
automatic system (s)~

control,-and smoothly 1rompting necessary important to safetyM fore overriding /
operated automatic opsrating automatic manually, even when
systems manually, without- functions, but plant ample time and
assistance, thereby indications axisted
averting adverse events transients were

avoided when possible

-GRADE ON CONTROL BOARD OPERATIONS: SAT / UNSAT
'

Comments:-'

,

__

4

|
,._

__

i~
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j!. Page 7 fCREW OPERATIONS

gTHE CREW:

,e) Maintain a, comand role?
1

2
3

Took r.ely remedial / Hinor instances of failure to take
failing to take action timely action

corrective action when within reasonable resulted in
deterioration ofnecessary period of time plant conditions

VELL THOUGHT OUT DIRECTIONS that facilita*.ed CREW(b) Prev- . trated appropriate CONCERN for the SAFETY of the plant,
5,

PERf0RB t t en' *

staff *i pubi
1

2

Minor instances of Directive (s) in-
Directit incorrect, trivial, hibited safe crewr

Serformance; crewsafe, ins or difficult to carry ind to explain why .crew perfonn.,ise out orders orderts) couldn't
or shouldn't be
followed

.

Haintain OVERSIGHT by providing members with an APPROPRIATE AHOUNT of
(c)
DIRECTION AhD GUIDANCE 7

1
2

3j
Crtw members stayed Members had to solicit

Crew lost big

involved, but without assistance on occasion, picture; members
interfering with their had to repeatedly

being too intrusive; ability to carry out request guidance;
anticipated other's crew failed to
needs and provided actions verify correct
guidance wien necessary enactment of

directives

CREW OPERATIONS CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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CREW OPERATIONS f
DID THE CREW:

.

.

.(a) Maintain a, comand rele?
1

2
3 '

Took early remedial / Minor-instances of Failure to take
failing to take action timely action|

corrective' action when within reasonable resulted inE
deterioration of| necessary period of time plant conditions

Provide TINELY, WELL THOUGHT OUT DIRECTIONS that facilitated CREW
PERFORPANCE and demonstrated appropriate CONCERN for the SAFETY of the plant,(b),

-staff and public?

]; .!, 1
2-3-;

Minor instances of Directive (s) in.
Directives. enabled incorrect, trivial, hibited-safe crew'

-safe, integrated or difficult to carry _ performance; crew-
had to explain why -crew performance out orders '

order (s)-couldn't
or shouldn't be
followed

.

(c) Maintain OVERSIGHT by_providing members with an-APPROPRIATE AMOUNT of
DIRECTICN AND GUIDANCE 7

,

'

,

1
2-

3

Crew members stayed Members had to-solicit
Crew lost big~

involved;-but without assistance on occasion, picture; members
interfering with their had to repeatedly-

being:too intrusive; ability to carry out request guidance;
antic'ipated other's crew failed =to
needs and arcvided actions verify correct
guidance w)en necessary enactment of.

directives
.

4

CREW OPERATIONS CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE--
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, y] $ gCREW OPERATIONS l
(CONTINUED)

DID THE CREW:

SOLICIT and INCORPORATE FEEDBACK from each other to foster an effective,
(d)team oriented approach to problem solving and decision making?

2
1

3

At times crew members Decision (s) were
Crew members we e failed to get involved made without crew
involved in problem in decision making when participation or
solving process as when it would have been

consultation; crew
appropriate, leading trpropriate, detracting divisiveness was
to effective team from team oriented

counter productive
decision making

approach
,

:

f
GRADE ON CREW OPERATIONS: SAT / UNSAT.

Comments:
-~

.

_ = -

_

m

~
l

._

.

.

.

.

-__
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'~

COMMUNICATIONS

DID THE CREW: '

EXCHANGE comp 1'ete and relevant information in a clear, accurate and(a)
attentive manner?

1
2

3

Members did not
Members informed each

Comunications were gen-

other of relevant infor- erally complete and accur- inform each other

mation and accurately sought ate, but sometimes needed of abnormal ind-

and listened to information prompting, failed to ack- ication(s) or -

from others as/when necess-
nowledge evolutions or res- action (s); members

were inattentivepond to information from when importantary others information was
requested /promptee

J

f
Keep crew members and those outside the control room informed of plant~

(b).

sta*us?
1

2 ,

3

Minor instances of need-
Failed to provide

Crew provided others ing to be prompted for needed inform-
with accurate, pertin- information; some incom- ation
ent information through-

plate / inaccurate info.out scenarios

ENSURES RECEIPT of clear, easily understood communications from the crew -

(c)
and others?

1
2

3

Requests information/ Minor instances of
Failed to request
needed info., or

clarification when failing to require
inattentive when

necessary; understands or acknowledge

comunications from
informattol, from others info. provided;

serious misunder-
others standings among

crew

'

GRADE ON COMiUNICATIONS: SAT /UNSAT
_

_

Comments: _

.

1
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